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Ccna security tutorial pdf

About this course Of course teaches you how to secure routers and cisco switches and their associated networks. This course covers most of the topics listed in the Cisco Security exam blueprint. This Audience Tutorial is designed for people interested in preparing for a Cisco Security
exam (640-554 IINS or 210-260 IINS). PrerequisitesYou must have a basic understanding of the computer. You should know how to download and install programs in Windows and some basic knowledge about system administration (configuring IP addresses, connecting to the Internet,
installing Windows, etc.). If you do not have a valid CCNA Routing and Redirection certification, we recommend that you take our free CCNA course first. What you will learnYou will learn basic security concepts. You'll learn how to install and use Cisco Configuration Professional, implement
AAA, configure Access Control Lists, implement VPN Site-to-Site IPsec, and more! Start the course Take a moment now to join me for free (and almost free!) CCNA, CCNP, and CCNA Security courses are here at Udemy! Be sure to join my free CCNA, CCNP, and Security courses! I won't
hit you over the head with ads on free courses – but I will hit you with lots of free and great info and labs to help you pass YOUR exams AND prosper while working with real world networks today! Thank you so much for your support! Since 2005, I've helped thousands of network
technicians around the world get their Cisco and CompTIA certifications – and now I'm ready to do exactly the same for you with my clear, concise, and BS-free training course. Just start exploring below – some courses are free, some are almost free, and everything is great! Welcome
aboard! Chris B. CCNA (Cisco Certified Network Associate) is a popular certification for computer network engineers provided by a company called Cisco Systems. This applies to all types of engineers including entry-level network engineers, network administrators, network support
engineers and network specialists. It helps to become familiar with various network concepts such as OSI model, IP address, Network security, etc. It is estimated that more than 1 million CCNA certificates have been awarded since it was first launched in 1998. CCNA stands for Cisco
Certified Network Associate. CCNA certificates cover a variety of network concepts and CCNA basics. This helps candidates to learn the basics of CCNA and prepare for the latest network technologies they may be working on. Some of the basic CCNA covered by CCNA certification
include: the OSI IP model that addresses the security and management of WLAN and VLAN Networks (including ACL) Routers/routing protocols (EIGRP, OSPF, and IP Routing Network Device Security Troubleshooting Note: Cisco Certification is only valid for 3 years. After the certification
expires, the certificate holder must take the CCNA certification exam again. Why get CCNA certification? Certificate validating professional capabilities understand, operate, configure, and troubleshoot mid-level networks that are redirected and routed. It also includes verification and
implementation of connections through remote sites using WAN. It teaches candidates how to create point-to-point networks It teaches on how to meet user requirements by determining network topology It provides on how to route protocols for connecting networks It explains on how to build
network addresses It explains how to establish connections with remote networks. Certificate holders can install, configure, and operate LAN and WAN services for a small network of CCNA certificates are prerequisites for many other Cisco certifications such as CCNA Security, CCNA
Wireless, CCNA Voice, etc. Easily follow the available learning materials. CcNA certification typeTo secure CCNA. Cisco offers five levels of network certification: Entry, Associate, Professional, Expert and Architect. The new Cisco Certified Network Associate (200-301 CCNA) certification
program covers a variety of fundamentals for IT careers. As we discussed earlier in this CCNA tutorial, the validity for each CCNA certificate lasts for three years. Exam Codes Designed for Duration and number of questions in Exam Cost 200-301 CCNA Network Technician Experienced
120 minutes exam duration 50-60 questions $300 (for different country prices may vary) In addition to this certification, New certification courses registered by CCNA include- CCNA Cloud CCNA Collaboration CCNA Switching and Routing CCNA Security CCNA service provider CCNA
DataCenter CCNA Industrial CCNA Voice CCNA Wireless For more details on this exam, visit the link here. CCNA certification candidates can also prepare for exams with the help of a CCNA boot camp. To complete a full CCNA course with a successful exam, one must be thorough of



these topics: TCP/IP and OSI models, subnetting, IPv6, NAT (Network Address Translation) and wireless access. What CCNA courses consist of CCNA network courses include network basics that install, operate, configure, and verify IPv4 and IPv6 base networks. The CCNA networking
course also includes network access, IP connectivity, IP services, network security basics, automation, and programmability. New changes in the current CCNA exam include, In-depth understanding of IPv6 CCNP level subjects as HSRP, DTP, EtherChannel Advanced Troubleshooting
Techniques Network design with supernetting and subnetting Eligibility Criteria for Certification For Certification, no degree required. However, it is preferred by some good companies to have a basic level ccna programming knowledge internet network local area Network area local internet
Network local area consists of a Computer Network that connects computers in a restricted area offices, residences, laboratories, etc. This area network includes WAN, WLAN, LAN, SAN, etc. Among these WAN's, LAN and WLAN are the most popular. In this guide to studying CCNA, you
will learn how local area networks can use this network system. Understanding the Need for NetworksWhat is a Network? A network is defined as two or more independent devices or computers linked to share resources (such as printers and CDs), exchange files, or enable electronic
communication. For example, computers on the network can be connected via telephone lines, cables, satellites, radio waves, or infrared light rays. Two types of network are very common including: Local Area Network (LAN) Wide Area Network (WAN) Learn the difference between LAN
and WAN From the OSI reference model, layer 3, that is, the Network layer is involved in the network. This layer is responsible for package forwarding, routing through intermediate routers, recognizing and forwarding local host domain messages to transport layers (layer 4), etc. The
network operates by connecting computers and peripherals using two tools including routing and switches. If two devices or computers are connected on the same link, then there is no need for a network layer. Learn more about The Types of Computer Network Internetworking Devices
used on networksTo connect the Internet, we need a variety of internetworking devices. Some common devices used in building the Internet are. NIC: Network Interface Card or NIC is a printed circuit board installed on a workstation. It represents the physical connection between the work
station and the network cable. Although the NIC operates on the physical layer of the OSI model, it is also considered a data link layer device. Part of NIC is to facilitate information between work stations and networks. It also controls the transmission of data to the Wire Hub: The hub helps
extend the length of the network cable system by amplifying the signal and then sending it back. They are basically multiport repeaters and don't worry about data at all. The Hub connects workstations and transmits to all connected workstations. Bridges: As networks grow larger, they are
often difficult to handle. To manage these growing networks, they are often divided into smaller LAN's. These smaller LANS are connected to each other via a bridge. This helps not only reduce traffic drains on the network but also monitor packages as they move between segments. This
keeps the MAC address track associated with the various ports. Switch: The switch is used in the option to bridge. It's become a more common way to connect networks because they're just faster and smarter than bridges. It is capable of sending information to specific work stations. The
switch allows each work station to transmit information over a network independent of other work stations. It's like a modern phone line, where multiple private conversations take place at a time. Router: The purpose of using the router is to redirect the data in the most efficient and
economical route to the destination device. They operate in Network layer 3, which means they are their ip address and not physical address (MAC). The router connects two or more different networks together, such as an Internet Protocol network. Routers can link different types of
networks such as Ethernet, FDDI, and Token Ring. Brouters: This is a combination of routers and bridges. Brouter acts as a filter that allows some data to be on a local network and redirects unknown data to another network. Modem: This is a device that converts computer-generated
digital signals into analog signals, traveling through phone lines. Understanding TCP/IP layersTCP/IP stands for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. It determines how the computer should connect to the Internet and how the data should be transmitted between them. TCP:
Responsible for breaking down data into small packets before it can be sent to the network. Also, to assemble the packages again when they arrive. IP (Internet Protocol): Responsible for addressing, sending, and receiving data packets over the Internet. The image below shows the TCP/IP
model connected to OSI Layers.. Understanding the TCP/IP Internet LayerTo understand the internet layer of TCP/IP we take a simple example. When we type something in the address bar, our request will be processed to the server. The server will respond to us again with a request.
Communication on the Internet is possible due to the TCP/IP protocol. Messages are sent and received in small packages. The Internet layer in the TCP/IP reference model is responsible for transferring data between the source and destination computers. This layer includes two activities
Sending data to the Network Interface layer Merute data to the correct destination So how did this happen? The internet layer packages data into a data package called an IP datagram. It consists of the source and destination IP address. Additionally, the IP datagram header field consists of
information such as version, header length, service type, datagram length, time to live, and so on. In the network layer, you can observe network protocols such as ARP, IP, ICMP, IGMP, etc. Datagrams are transported over the network using this protocol. They each resemble some such
function. Internet Protocol (IP) is responsible for addressing IP, routing, fragmentation and reassembly packets. This determines how messages are routed on the network. Likewise, you will have icmp protocol. It is responsible for diagnostic functions and reporting errors due to failed IP
packet delivery. For the management of IP multicast groups, the IGMP protocol is responsible. ARP or Address Completion Protocol is responsible for the resolution of Internet layer addresses to network interface layer addresses such as hardware addresses. RARP is used for fewer
computers to determine their IP address using the network. The image below shows the IP address format. TCP/IP Transport Layer Transport layer is also referred to as Host-to-Host Transport layer. That's It responsible for providing the Application layer with sessions and datagram
communication services. The main protocols of transport layer are User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP is responsible for the order, and recognition of packets sent. It also performs recovery of packages lost during transmission. Package delivery
via TCP is more secure and guaranteed. Other protocols that fall into the same category are FTP, HTTP, SMTP, POP, IMAP, etc. UDP is used when the amount of data to be transferred is small. This does not guarantee the delivery of packages. UDP is used in VoIP, Videoconferencing,
Pings, etc. Segmentation NetworkNetwork implies separating the network into a smaller network. It helps divide the traffic load and increase Internet speed. Network Segmentation can be achieved in the following ways, by implementing DMZ (demilitarized zones) and gateways between
networks or systems with different security requirements. By applying server and domain isolation using Internet Protocol Security (IPsec). By applying storage-based segmentation and filtering using techniques such as masking and Logical Unit Number (LUN) Encryption. By implementing
a cross-domain solution that DSD evaluates if necessary Why Network Segmentation is important SegmentationNetwork is important for the following reasons, Enhance Security- To protect against malicious cyberattacks that could compromise the usability of your network. To detect and
respond to unknown interference in a network Isolate network problems - Provide a quick way to isolate compromised devices from your other networks in case of interference. Reduce Congestion- By segmenting the LAN, the number of hosts per network can be reduced Extended
Network- Routers can be added to expand the network, allowing additional hosts to the LAN. VLAN SegmentationVLANs allow administrators to segment networks. Segmentation is done based on factors such as project team, function or application, regardless of the physical location of the
user or device. A group of devices connected in a VLAN act as if they are on their own independent network, even if they share the infrastructure along with other VLAN's. VLAN is used for data-links or internet layers while subnets are used for Network/IP layers. Devices in VLAN can talk to
each other without switches or Layer-3 routers. Popular devices used for segmentation are switches, routers, bridges, etc. SubnettingSubnets are more concerned with IP addresses. Subnetting is primarily hardware-based, unlike VLAN, which is software based. A subnet is a group of IP
addresses. It can reach any address without using any routing device if they belong to the same subnet. In this CCNA tutorial, we'll learn a few things to consider perform network segmentation Proper user authentication to access secure network segments of ACL or Access lists must be
properly configured Access audit logs Anything harmful Network segments should be checked- packages, devices, users, applications, and protocols Keep an eye on incoming and outgoing traffic security policies based on user or application identity to ascertain who has access to what
data, and not by port, IP address, and protocol Do not allow cardholder data to exit to other network segments outside the scope of PCI DSS. The PackageSo Delivery Process is remote we have seen different protocols, segmentation, various layers of communication, etc. Now we'll see
how the packages are shipped across the network. The process of sending data from one host to another depends on whether the host sender and recipient are in the same domain or not. Packages can be delivered in two ways, packages destined for remote systems on different network
Package A are destined for systems on the same local network If the receiving and delivery devices are connected to the same broadcast domain, the data can be connected using switches and MAC addresses. But if the sending and receiving devices are connected to different broadcast
domains, then the use of IP addresses and routers is necessary. Package delivery Layer 2Delivering IP packages in one simple LAN segment. Suppose host A wants to send a package to host B. First of all need to have an IP address to the MAC address mapping for host B. Because on
the package layer 2 is sent with the MAC address as the source and destination address. If mapping does not exist, host A will send an ARP Request (broadcast in the LAN segment) for the MAC address for the IP address. Host B will receive a request and respond with an ARP reply
indicating the MAC address. Routing of intrasegment packetsIf the package is destined for the system on the same local network, which means if the destination node is on the same network segment of the sending node. The sending node discusses the package in the following way. The
destination node node number is placed in the destination address field of the MAC header. The sender node node number is placed in the source address field of the mac header The full IPX address of the destination node is placed in the destination address field of the IPX header. The
full IPX address of the sender node is placed in the destination address field of the IPX header. Layer 3 Packet DeliveryTo deliver IP packets across a routed network, it takes several steps. For example, if host A wants to send a package to host B it will send the package this way Host A
sends the package to the default gateway (the default router gateway). To send the package to the router, host A requires to know the Mac address of the router For that Host A sends an ARP request for the Mac address of the router This package is then broadcasted on the local network.
The default gateway router receives an ARP request for a MAC address. It responds back with the mac address of the router defaulting to Host A. Now Host A knows the MAC address of the router. It can send IP packets with the destination address B. The package destined for Host B sent
by Host A to the default router will have the following information, The source IP information of the destination IP information from the source Mac address address address of the destination Mac When the router receives the package, it will terminate the ARP request from host A Now Host
B will receive an ARP request from the default gateway router for the mac host address B. Host B responds back with an ARP reply indicating the MAC address associated with it. Now, the default router will send the package to the host B intersegment package routingIn case where the two
nodes are in different network segments, the routing of the package will occur in the following way. On the first package, in the MAC header put the destination number 20 of the router and its own source field 01. For ipx headers put the destination number 02, the source field as AA and 01.
While in the second package, in the MAC header put the destination number as 02 and the source as 21 of the router. For ipx headers put the destination number 02 and the source column as AA and 01. NetworksWireless Wireless Local Area Technology was first introduced in the 90s. It is
used to connect the device to the LAN. Technically referred to as protocol 802.11. What is WLAN or Wireless Local Area NetworksWLAN is wireless network communication in short distances using radio or infrared signals. WLAN is marketed as a Wi-Fi brand name. Any component
connected to the WLAN is considered a station and belongs to one of two categories. Access point (AP): Ap sends and receives radio frequency signals with devices that can receive transmitted signals. Usually, this device is a router. Client: It may consist of various devices such as work
stations, laptops, IP phones, desktop computers, etc. All work stations that can connect to each other are known as BSS (Basic Service Set). Examples of WLAN include, adapter WLAN Access point (AP) Station adapter WLAN switch WLAN router Security Server Cable, connectors and so
on. Distributed system type WLAN Infrastructure Peer-to-peer Bridge Wireless The main difference between WLAN and LAN Unlike CSMA/CD (dual access operator flavor with collision detection), which is used in Ethernet LAN. WLAN uses CSMA/CA (carrier sense multiple access with
collision avoidance) technology. WLAN uses Ready To Send (RTS) protocol and Clear To Send (CTS) protocol to avoid collision. WLAN uses a frame format different from that used wired ETHERNET LAN. WLAN requires additional information in the Layer 2 header of the frame. WLAN
Essential ComponentsWLAN relies heavily on these components for effective wireless communication, Standard Radio Frequency Transmission WLAN ITU-R Local FCC Wireless 802.11 Standard and Wi-Fi Protocol Wi-Fi Alliance Let's see this one-on-one, Radio Frequency
TransmissionRadio frequencies range from the frequencies used by to the AM radio band. Radio frequency radiates in. by the antenna that creates the radio waves. The following factors can affect radio frequency transmission, absorption- when radio waves bounce off a Reflection object –
when radio waves attack an uneven surface spread – when radio waves are absorbed by the WLAN Standard object To set WLAN standards and certifications, some organizations have stepped forward. The organization has established regulatory agencies to control the use of RF tapes.
Approvals are taken from all WLAN service regulators before new transmissions, modulations, and frequencies are used or implemented. These regulatory bodies include, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for the European Institute of Telecommunications Standards of the
United States (ETSI) for Europe While to determine the standards for this wireless technology you have other authorities. These include, IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) ITU (International Telecommunication Union) ITU-R Local FCC WirelessITU (International
Telecommunication Union) coordinates spectrum allocation and regulation among all regulatory bodies in each country. A license is not required to operate wireless equipment on frequency bands without a license. For example, gigahertz 2.4 bands are used for wireless LAN but also by
Bluetooth devices, microwave ovens, and portable phones. WiFi Protocol and Standard 802.11 IEEE 802.11 WLAN use a media access control protocol called CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) Wireless distribution system enables wireless interconnection
of access points in IEEE 802.11 networks. The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) 802 standard consists of a family of network standards that includes the specification of the physical layer of technology from Ethernet to wireless. IEEE 802.11 uses the Ethernet and
CSMA/CA protocols to share paths. IEEE has defined various specifications for WLAN services (as shown in the table). For example, 802.11g applies to wireless LAN. It is used for transmissions in short distances of up to 54-Mbps in 2.4 GHz bands. Similarly, one can have extensions up to
802.11b that apply to wireless LANS and provide an 11 Mbps transmission (with a backward to 5.5, 2 and 1-Mbps) in the 2.4 GHz band. The table below shows different wi-fi protocols and data rates. The Wi-Fi AllianceWi-Fi Alliance ensures interoperability among the 802.11 products
offered by various vendors by providing certification. This certification includes all three IEEE 802.11 RF technologies, as well as the initial adoption of the pending IEEE draft, as discussed security. WLAN SecurityNetwork security remains an important issue in WLAN. As a precaution,
random wireless clients should usually be prohibited from joining WLAN. WLAN is vulnerable to various security threats such as unauthorized MAC access and IP spoofing Session Hijacking DOS ( denial of service) service) In this CCNA tutorial, we'll learn about the Technology used to
Secure WLAN from vulnerabilities, WEP (Privacy Cable Equivalent): To counter the security threats WEP uses. This provides security to the WLAN, by encrypting messages sent over the air. So that only the recipient who has the correct encryption key can decrypt the information. But it is
considered a weak security standard, and wpa is a better option compared to this. WPA/WPA2 ( WI-FI Protected Access): By introducing TKIP ( Temporal Key Integrity Protocol) on wi-fi, security standards are further enhanced. TKIP is updated regularly, making it impossible to steal. Also,
data integrity is enhanced through the use of stronger hashing mechanisms. Wireless Intrusion Prevention Systems / Intrusion Detection Systems: This is a device that monitors the radio spectrum for the presence of unauthorized access points. There are three deployment models for WIPS,
AP (Access Points) perform WIPS function part time, by alternating with regular network connectivity function The AP (Access Points) has special WIPS functionality built into it. So that it can perform WIPS function and WIPS round-the-clock network connectivity function that is deployed
through special sensors instead of WLAN Implementing WLAN While implementing WLAN, access point placement can have more effect on throughput than standard. The efficiency of WLAN can be affected by three factors, the location of the Topology Distance Access point. In this CCNA
tutorial for beginners, we will learn how WLAN can be implemented in two ways, Ad-hoc mode: In this mode, access points are not required and can be connected directly. This setting is preferred for small offices (or home offices). The only drawback is that security is weak in that mode.
Infrastructure mode: In this mode, the client can be connected through an access point. Infrastructure mode is categorized into two modes: Basic Service Set (BSS): BSS provides the basic building blocks of wireless LAN 802.11. BSS consists of a group of computers and one AP (Access
Point), which is connected to a wired LAN. There are two types of BSS, independent BSS, and BSS Infrastructure. Each BSS has an id called BSSID. (that is the Mac address of the access point that serves BSS). Extended Service Set (ESS): This is a set of connected BSS. ESS allows
users especially mobile users to roam anywhere within the area covered by multiple AP (Access Points). Each ESS has an ID known as an SSID. WLAN Topology BSA: This is referred to as the physical area of RF coverage (Radio Frequency) provided by the access point in the BSS. This
depends on the RF created with variations caused by access point power output, antenna type, and physical environment affecting RF. The remote device cannot communicate they can only communicate through the access point. The AP began sending beacons advertising BSS
characteristics, such as modulation schemes, channels, and Supported. ESA: If a single cell fails to provide sufficient coverage, a number of cells can be added to expand the scope. This is known as ESA. In order for remote users to roam without losing their RF connection 10 to 15 percent
overlap is recommended For wireless voice networks, an overlap of 15 to 20 percent is recommended. Data Rates: Data rates are how quickly information can be transmitted across electronic devices. This is measured in Mbps. Data tariff shifts can occur on a transmission-by-transmission
basis. Access Point Configuration: Wireless access points can be configured via the command-line interface or through a browser's GUI. The access point feature usually allows adjustment of parameters such as which radio to enable, frequency to offer, and which IEEE standard to use on
RF. Steps for Implementing a Wireless Network, In this CCNA tutorial, we will learn the basic steps to implement a wireless network Step 1) Validate a pre-existing network and Internet access for a wired host, before applying any wireless network. Step 2) Apply wireless with one access
point and one client, without wireless security Step 3) Verify that the wireless client has received a DHCP IP address. It can connect to the default router local cable and browse to the external internet. Step 4) Secure wireless network with WPA/WPA2. TroubleshootingWLAN may
experience some configuration issues such as Configuring incompatible security methods Configuring SSID specified on clients that do not match access points Here are some troubleshooting steps that can help resolve the above issues, Break down the environment into wired networks
versus wireless networks Further, for wireless networks into configurations versus RF issues Verify the proper operation of existing cable infrastructure and related services Verify that other previous hosts installed on Ethernet can update their DHCP addresses and reach the Internet To
verify configuration and eliminate possible RF issues. Find together access points and wireless clients together. Always start the wireless client on open authentication and establish connectivity Verify if there is a metal barrier there, if so then change the location of the Local Area
Connections Access Point Local area network limited to a smaller area. Using a LAN, you can connect network-capable printers, network-mounted storage, Wi-Fi devices to each other. To connect networks in different geographic areas, you can use WAN (Wide Area Network). In this CCNA
tutorial for beginners, we will see how computers on different networks communicate with each other. Introduction to router RouterA is an electronic device used to network on lan. It connects at least two networks and forwards packages between them. According to the information in the
package header and routing table, the router connects the network. This is the main device necessary for the operation of the and other complex networks. Routers are categorized into two, Static: The administrator sets up and configures the routing table manually to determine each route.
Dynamic: It is able to find routes automatically. They check information from other routers. Based on that make a plan-by-package decision on how to send data to the entire network. Binary Digit BasicComputer over the Internet communicates through an IP address. Each device in the
network is identified by a unique IP address. These IP addresses use binary digits, which are converted to decimal places. We'll look at this in the next section, first look at some basic lessons on binary digits. Binary numbers include the numbers 1,1,0,0,1,1. But how this number is used in
routing and communicating between networks. Let's start with some basic binary lessons. In binary arithmetic, each binary value consists of 8 bits, either 1 or 0. If a little is 1, it is considered active and if 0, it is inactive. How is binary calculated? You will be familiar with decimal positions
such as 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 and so on. Which is nothing but power to 10. The binary value works the same way but instead of base 10, it will use the 2nd base. For example 20 , 21, 22, 23, .... 26. The value for the bits rises from left to right. For this, you will get a value like 1,2,4,.... 64.
See table below. Now because you're used to the value of every bit in bytes. The next step is to understand how these numbers are converted to binary such as 01101110 and so on. Each 1 digit in a binary number represents the strength of two, and each 0 represents zero. In the table
above, you can see that bits with values 64, 32, 8, 4 and 2 are turned on and expressed as binary 1. So for the binary value in table 01101110, we added the number 64+32+8+4+2 to get the number 110. An important element to the schemeIP address of the network To build a network,
first, we need to understand how IP addresses work. An IP address is an Internet protocol. This is primarily responsible for routed packages across the network that the package redirects. The IP address consists of 32 binary bits that are divided into network parts and host portions. 32
binary bits broken down into four octets (1 octet = 8 bits). Each octet is converted to decimal and separated by a period (period). The IP address consists of two segments. Network ID- The network ID identifies the network on which the computer is located the Host ID- The part that
identifies the computer on that network 32 bits is broken down into four octets (1 octet = 8 bits). The values in each octet range from 0 to 255 decimal places. The rightmost octet bit has a value of 20 and gradually increases to 27 as shown below. Let's take another example, For example,
we have the IP address 10.10.16.1, then first the address will be broken down into the following octets. Value in each octet between 0 to 255 decimal places. Now, if you convert it to a binary form. It's going to look like 00001010.00001010.00010000.00000001. ClassesIP IP address
classes are categorized into different types: Class A Communication Type Category 0-127 For Internet communication Class B 128-191 For Internet communication Class C 192-223 For Internet communication Class D 224-239 Reserved for Multicasting Class E 240-254 Reserved for
research and experimentation To communicate over the Internet, The personal range of IP addresses is appropriate below. Category A 10.0.0.0 – 10.255.255.255 Class B 172.16.0.0 - 172.31.2 55255 Class C 192-223 - 192.168.255.255 Subnet and Subnet MaskFor any organization, you
may need a small network of several dozen standalone machines. To do so, one must require network setup with more than 1000 hosts in multiple buildings. This setting can be done by dividing the network into subdivisions known as Subnets. The network size will affect, the Network class
you submit for the Network number you receive the IP address scheme you use for your network performance may be adversely affected under heavy traffic loads, due to collisions and resending generated. For that subnet masking can be a useful strategy. Apply a subnet mask to an IP
address, dividing the IP address into two parts of the network address and the expanded host address. Subnet masks help you determine where the subnet endpoints are if you are provided in the subnet. Different classes have default subnet masks, Class A- 255.0.0.0 Class B- 255.255.0.0
Class C- 255.255.255.0 Security of your Router from unauthorized, destructive, and eavesdropping access. For this usage technology like, Branch Threat Defense VPN with highly secure connectivity Branch Threat Defense Route guest user traffic: Route user traffic directly to the Internet
and backhauling corporate traffic to headquarters. This way guest traffic will not pose a threat to your company's environment. Access to the Public Cloud: Only selected traffic types can use on-premises internet lanes. Various security software such as firewalls can provide you with
protection against unauthorized network access. Full Direct Internet Access: All traffic is redirected to the Internet using the local path. This ensures that the enterprise class is protected from enterprise-class threats. SolutionVPN's VPN solutions protect different types of WAN designs
(public, private, wired, wireless, etc.) and the data they carry. Data can be divided into two categories Data at rest Data in transit Data is secured through the following technology. Cryptography (origin authentication, topology hiding, etc.) Following compliance standards (HIPAA, PCI DSS,
Sarbanes-Oxley) compliance Summary: CCNA full form or ccna abbreviation is Cisco Certified Network Associate Internet Network The local area network is the network connected computers in a restricted area. WAN, LAN, and WLAN are the most popular local area internet networks
According to the OSI reference model, layer 3, that is, the Network layer is involved in Layer 3 is responsible for packet forwarding, routing through intermediate routers, recognizing and forwarding local host domain messages to transport layers (layer 4), etc. Some common devices used to
create networks include, NIC Hubs Bridges Switches Routers TCP is responsible for breaking down data into small packages before it can be sent to the network. The TCP/IP reference model in the Internet layer does two things, Transmitting data to the Network Interface layer Routes data
to the correct destination Packet delivery via TCP is more secure and guaranteed UDP is used when the amount of data to be transferred is small. This does not guarantee the delivery of packages. Network segmentation implies separating the network into smaller network VLAN Subnetting
Segmentation Packages can be delivered in two ways, Packages destined for remote systems on different network Package A that are destined for systems on the same local network WLAN is wireless network communication in short distances using radio or infrared signals Each
component connected to the WLAN is considered a station and falls into one of two categories. WLAN uses CSMA/ CA technology Technology used to Secure WLAN WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) WPA / WPA2 ( ACCESS PROTECTED WI-FI) Wireless Intrusion Prevention System /
WLAN Intrusion Detection System can be implemented in two ways Routers connect at least two networks and forward packages of which routers are categorized into two, IP address is the Internet protocol responsible for routing IP addresses consists of two segments To communicate
through various private IP addresses internet classified Routers are safe from unauthorized access and eavesdropping by using Branch Threat Defense VPN with highly secure connectivity Download INTERVIEW QUESTIONS PDF CCNA &amp;amp; Answer Page 2 PDF Download 1)
What is Routing? Routing is the process of finding a path where data can be passed from source to destination. Routing is carried out by a device called a router, which is a network layer device. 2) What is the purpose of Data Links? The task of the Data Link layer is to check that messages
are sent to the right device. Another function of this layer is framing. 3) What are the main advantages of using switches? When the switch receives a signal, it creates a frame of bits coming from that signal. With this process, it gets access and reads the destination address, after which it
forwards the frame to the appropriate port. It is a very efficient means of transmitting data, instead of broadcasting it on all ports. 4) When does the network congestion occur? Network congestion occurs when too many users try to use the same bandwidth. This is especially true in large
networks that do not use network segmentation.5) What is Windows in network terms? Window refers to the number of segments allowed to be sent source to destination before recognition of recognition sent back. 6) Does the bridge divide the network into smaller sections? Not even that.
What the bridge actually does is take a large network and filter it, without resizing the network. 7) Which LAN redirection method is used in CISCO Catalyst 5000? CISCO Catalyst 5000 uses Store-and-forward switching method. It saves the entire frame to its buffer and performs a CRC
check before deciding whether to forward the data frame or not. 8) What is the role of the LLC sublayer? Sublayer LLC stands for Logical Link Control. It can provide optional services for app developers. One option is to provide flow control to the Network layer by using stop/start code. LlCs
can also provide error corrections. 9) How is RIP different from IGRP? RIP relies on the number of hops to determine the best route to the network. On the other hand, IGRP considers many factors before deciding on the best route to take, such as bandwidth, reliability, MTU, and hop count.
10) What are the different memories used in CISCO routers? Different memories used in CISCO routers are: - NVRAM stores startup configuration files. - DRAM saves the configuration file being executed. - Flash Memory - save Cisco iOS. 11) What is BootP? BootP is a protocol used to
boot diskless work stations connected to a network. This is short for Boot Program. The diskless work station also uses BootP to specify its own IP address as well as the IP address of the server PC. 12) What does an in-network Application Layer do? Application Layer supports application
communication components and provides network services for application processes that include exceeding OSI reference model specifications. It also synchronizes applications on servers and clients. 13) Distinguishing User Mode from User Mode Special Mode is used for regular tasks
when using CISCO routers, such as to view system information, connect to remote devices, and check the status of the router. On the other hand, special mode includes all the options available for User Mode, plus. You can use this mode to create configurations on your router, including
testing and debugging. 14) What is 100BaseFX? It is an Ethernet that utilizes fiber optic cables as the main transmission medium. 100 stands for 100Mbps, which is data speed. 15) Distinguish a full duplex from half a duplex. In full duplex, the transmission device and the receiving device
can communicate simultaneously, that is, both can transmit and receive at the same time. In the case of a half-duplex, the device cannot accept while it is transmitting, and vice versa. 16) What is MTU? MTU stands for Maximum Transmission Unit. This refers to the maximum package size
that can be sent to a row of data without the need to break it down. 17) How it works Lan cut? In the transfer of LAN Cut-Through, immediately after the router router frame the data, it will immediately send it again and forward it to the next segment of the network after reading the destination
address. 18) What is latency? Latency is the number of time delays that measure the point from which a network device receives a data frame over time of its delivery again to another network segment. 19) Utilizing RIP, what is the limit when it comes to hop count? The maximum limit is 15
hops counted. Anything higher than 15 indicates that the network is considered unreachable. 20) What is Frame Relay? Frame Relay is a WAN protocol that provides connection-oriented communication by creating and maintaining virtual circuits. It has high performance ratings and
operates in Data Link and Physical Layers. 21) How do you configure a Cisco router to route IPX? The first thing to do is to enable IPX routing by using the IPX routing command. Each interface used in the IPX network is then configured with the network number and encapsulation method.
22) What are the different IPX access lists? There are two types of IPX 1 access lists. Standard.2. Extended.Standard Access List can only filter source or destination IP addresses. Extended Access Lists use source and destination IP addresses, ports, sockets, and protocols when filtering
networks. 23) Explain the benefits of VLAN. VLAN enables the creation of collision domains based on groups other than physical locations only. Using VLAN, it is possible to create a network in different ways, such as based on functions, hardware types, protocols, among others. This is a
huge advantage when compared to conventional LAN where the collision domain is always tied to the physical location. 24) What is subnetting? Subnetting is the process of creating a network smaller than a large parent network. As part of a network, each subnet is assigned several
additional parameters or identifiers to indicate its subnet number. 25) What are the advantages of layered models in the networking industry? Layered networks offer many advantages. This allows administrators to make changes in one layer without the need to make changes in another.
Specialization is encouraged, allowing the network industry to make progress faster. Layered models also allow administrators to troubleshoot problems more efficiently. 26) Why is UDP rental preferred when compared to TCP? Because, UDP is unreliable and not synchronized. It's not
capable of building virtual circuits and recognition. 27) What are the standards supported by the Presentation layer? The presentation layer supports many standards, which ensure that the data is presented correctly. These include PICT, TIFF, and JPEG for graphics, MIDI, MPEG and
QuickTime for Video/Audio. 28) What is the easiest way to configure a router remotely? In cases when you need to configure the router remotely, the most convenient is to use Cisco AutoInstall. However, the router must be connected to a WAN or LAN through one of the interfaces.
Interface. What does the show protocol display? - Route protocol configured on the router. - addresses assigned to each interface. - encapsulation methods configured on each interface. 30) How do you describe an IP address? This can be done in three possible ways: - using Dotted-
decimal. For example: 192.168.0.1 - using Binary. For example: 10000010.00111011.01110010.01110011 - using Hexadecimal. For example: 82 1E 10 A1 31) How do you get into privileged mode? How do you switch back to user mode? To access privileged mode, you enter the enable
command in the command. To return to user mode, enter the disable command. 32) What is HDLC? HDLC stands for High Level Data Link Control protocol. This is the CISCO propriety protocol. This is the default encapsulation operated in CISCO routers. 33) How is internetworks made?
Internetworks is created when a network is connected using a router. Specifically, the network administrator sets a logical address for each network connected to the router. 34) What is Bandwidth? Bandwidth refers to the capacity of media transmission. This is a measure of how much
volume the transmission line can handle, and is measured in KBPS. 35) How do Hold-downs work? The hold prevents regular update messages from returning the derived link by removing the link from the update message. It uses triggered updates to reset the hold timer. 36) What is a
package? The package is the result of encapsulation of data. This is data that has been wrapped under different protocols of the OSI layer. Packages are also referred to as datagrams. 37) What is a segment? Segments are part of a data stream that comes from the upper OSI layer and is
ready for transmission to the network. Segments are logical units in Transport Layer. 38) Provide some lan switching benefits. - enables the transmission and reception of full duplex data - media-level adaptation - easy and efficient migration of 39) What is Route Poisoning? Route Poisoning
is the process of inserting table entry 16 into the route, making it unreachable. This technique is used to prevent problems caused by inconsistent updates to routes. 40) How do you find a valid host on the subnet? The best way to do this is to use the equation 256 minus the subnet mask. A
host that is considered valid is a host that can be found among subnets. 41) What is DLCI? DLCI, or Data Link Connection Identifier, is typically assigned by the frame relay service provider to uniquely identify each virtual circuit that exists on the network. 42) Briefly describe the conversion
steps in data encapsulation. From the data transmitter reference point, data from the end user is converted into segments. The segment is then forwarded to another layer and converted into a package or datagram. These packages are then frame before forwarding to the network interface.
Finally, the frame is converted to bits before the actual data 43) What types of passwords are used in securing CISCO routers? There are actually five types of passwords that can be used. It allows secrets, virtual terminals, consoles, and helpers. 44) Why network segmentation is a good
idea when managing large networks? For network administration, segmenting the network will help ease network traffic and ensure that high bandwidth is available at all times to all users. This translates to better performance, especially for a growing network. 45) What are the things that
can be accessed in cisco router identification information? Host name and Interface. The hostname is the name of your router. The interface is a fixed configuration that refers to the router port. 46) Distinguishing Logical Topology from Physical Topology Logical Topology refers to the signal
path through physical topology. Physical Topology is the actual layout of network media. 47) What caused the triggered update to reset the router hold timer? This may occur when the hold timer has expired, or when the router receives a processing task that happens to be proportional to
the number of links in internetwork. 48) In configuring the router, what commands should be used if you want to delete the configuration data stored in NVRAM? A. deleting running-config B. deleting startup-config C. deleting NVRAM D. Deleting Correct Answer NVRAM: B. deleting startup-
config 49) Referring to the command indicated, what command should next be used on the router branch before traffic is sent to the router? Hostname: Branch Hostname: Remote PH# 123-6000, 123-6001 PH# 123-8000, 123-8001 SPID1: 32055512360001 SPID1: 32055512380001



SPID2: 32055512360002 SPID2: 32055512380002 ISDN switch-type basic ni username Remote password cisco interface bri0 IP address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.0 encapsulation PPP PPP authentication chap ISDN spid1 41055512360001 ISDN spid2 41055512360002 dialer map IP
10.1.1.2 name Remote 1238001 dialer-list 1 protocol IP permit Correct Answer: (config-if)# dialer-group 1 50) When configuring a router utilizing both physical and logical interfaces, what factor must be considered in determining the OSPF router ID? The highest IP address of any physical
interface. The lowest IP address of any logic interface. The middle IP address of any logical interface. The lowest IP address of any physical interface. The highest IP address of any interface. The highest IP address of any logical interface. The lowest IP address of any interface. Correct
Answer: A. The highest IP address of any physical interface. 51) What is the difference between switches, hubs, and routers? Switch Hub Router Hub has a single broadcast domain and a collision domain. Anything that comes in one port is sent to another. This is a device that filters and
forwards packages between LAN segments. The switch has one broadcast domain and multiple collision domains. It supports any package, because because data link layer 2 and layer 3 Router is a device that sends data packets along the network. 52) What is the size of the IP address?
The IP address size is 32 bits for IPv4 and 128 bits for IPv6. 53) What do you think a data plan is made of? The data package consists of sender information, recipient information, and data contained. It also has a numeric identification number that determines package numbers and orders.
When data is sent across the network, the information is segmented into the data plan. In short, the data plan brings routing information and configuration to the messages you transfer. 54) What is DHCP? DHCP stands for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. DHCP assigns ip addresses
automatically to specific work station clients. You can also create static IPS for machines such as printers, servers, routers, and scanners. 55) What does BOOTP mean? BOOTP is a computer network protocol used to deploy IP addresses to network devices from a configuration server. 56)
Explain why UDP rentals are preferred when compared to TCP? Because, UDP is not sequential and unreliable. It's not capable of creating virtual circuits and recognition. 57) Stating the difference between dynamic IPs and overcoming static IPs? Dynamic IP addresses are provided by
dhcp servers, and static IP addresses are provided manually. 58) Name the range for private IP? Range for private IP is Class A: 10.0.0.0 – 10.0.0.255 Class B: 172.16.0.0 – 172.17 031.0.0 Class C: 192.168.0.0 – 192.168.0.255 59) In how many ways can you access the router? You can
access it in three ways Telnet (IP) AUX (Telephone) Console (Cable) 60) What is EIGRP? EIGRP stands for Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol this is a routing protocol designed by Cisco Systems. It is available on routers to share routes with other routers in the same
autonomous system. Unlike other routers like RIP, EIGRP only sends incremental updates, reducing the workload on the router and the amount of data that needs to be transferred. 61) What is the EIGRP protocol matrix? EIGRP Protocol consists of Bandwidth Load Delay Reliability MTU
Maximum Transmission Unit 62) Mention what the hour rate does? Clockrate allows the router or DCE equipment to communicate appropriately. 63) State what command should you use if you want to delete or delete configuration data stored in NVRAM? Clear encodings are the
commands you should use if you want to delete the configuration data stored in the NVRAM 64 hat) is the difference between TCP and UDP? TCP and UDP are both protocols for sending files to the entire computer network. TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) UDP (User Datagram
Protocol) TCP is oriented towards the protocol connection. When the connection is lost during file transfer, the server will ask for the missing part. When transferring messages, there is no corruption when transferring UDP is based on a protocol without a connection. When you send data,
there is no whether the message you transfer will get there without leakage The message will be sent in the order in which the message you send may not be in the same order The data in TCP is read as a stream, where one package ends, and the other starting package is delivered
individually and is guaranteed intact if they arrive Examples of TCP including The World Wide Web, file transfer protocol, email, Examples for UDP are VOIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) TFTP ( Trivial File Transfer Protocol), 65) Explaining the difference between half-duplex and full-
duplex? Full duplex means that communication can occur in both directions at the same time, while half the duplex means that communication can occur in one direction at a time. 66) What are the steps to convert data encapsulation? Data encapsulation conversion steps including Layers
one, two and Three ( Applications / presentations / sessions) : Alphanumeric input from converted users into Data Layer Four (Transport): Data converted into small segments of Layer Five (Network): Data converted into packets or datagrams and Network headers added Layer Six (Data
Link): Datagrams or packages built into Layer Seven (Physical) frames: Frames converted to 67 bits) What command do we give if the IOS router crashes? Cntrl+Shift+F6 and X are the commands we give if the iOS router crashes. 68) What is route poisoning? Route poisoning is a
technique of preventing tissue from transmitting packages through routes that become invalid. 69) What entry routes will be assigned to dead or invalid routes in the event of RIP? In the case of RIP table entries, 16 hops will be set to dead or invalid routes so they cannot be reached. Page 3
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